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What if you and your friends got to live the game for real? What if you and your friends were

assholes?
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Extremely well written fart jokes. Fantasy and reality mixing together beautifully and some of the

best one liners I've ever read. I've also never wanted to learn how to play D&D more than when I

was reading these books. Can't wait for the next one and will start on the short stories soon.

I haven't finished this series yet, I'm only halfway through book 2, but it is a riot. Any D&D fan will

enjoy this, and it will bring back a lot of nostalgia from great games played with friends.I'm not

normally one for "crude" humor. Fart jokes, and the like, don't tend to do it for me. I could personally

do without some of the things that happens to the character Cooper due to his terribly low Charisma

score, I honestly don't find the sheer amount of grossness entertaining, but I realize there are

people that do. (I don't dislike the character of Cooper, his personality or anything like that). It's a

testament to how great this book is that the really graphic crudeness didn't turn me off.I think the



idea for this story is a fantastic one. I especially like some small features, such as their character

sheets being with them, and updating as things happen. That is a clever idea and a neat feature of

the story.This book is well worth the read for any D&D fan, and I would urge anyone who also

dislikes poop-jokes to try and put up with them for the sake of this book, because it really is worth it.

Probably the best value around for entertainment to price you'll find in your life. Be warned, the

series is for those with a sick sense of humor. The best analogy I can make would be if Kevin Smith

adapted the old Dungeons and Dragons cartoon into a movie series, with foul mouthed smart asses

filling all the roles. You WILL laugh out loud and scare your neighbors with brays of laughter with

tears in your eyes. Five very well deserved stars!

Sure there are dick and fart jokes.But this series is really funny and clever. If you ever played

fantasy roll playing games, you will get the humor, you will understand the frustration of not really

knowing what is going on as a new player, and the insanity of making bad decisions and pissing off

your DM.I know I will never see charisma scores the same way again.If you haven't played, you

might not get all the jokes, but it is still funny.Robert Bevan is a gifted author. Read his stuff. It

doesn't disappoint!

A wonderful series for geeks, I couldn't set the book down. My only complaint is that they books are

very short. These books are also available on Audible which I use every day but I wouldn't waste

the credits on something that's so short. The characters are fun and the story is a great start, it

seems the story line could have been embellished on a little making it last longer.

Swords, Sorcery, Dick jokes. If you find that tag line funny, then you'll like these novels. If you don't,

then stay away, cause that's pretty much what they are.Not all the books are wall to wall laughs, but

the stories are fun, and there are plenty of wipe-the-tears-from-your-eyes laugh out loud moments

that they're worth the read.Buy these.

This is some really good stuff. I am loving it. Only complaint is I bought this and the short storied at

the same time. The shot stories I got have audible. This collection does not have audible, however it

appears that I can now buy the books separately with audible at about $6 per book. Can I not get a

bulk deal for the collection of the audible since I have the books. Most books allow you to add

audbile for $1.99 to any book you already have. Jonathan Sleep can narrate these guys like the



need to be down. $1.99 is not bad, be wonderful for the whole collection! ;-)But seriously, great fun,

and continuity. The side stories are great, I wanna say more but I am sleepy. I need this in audible

so I plug it in and help me sleep. The kind of funny, feelgood I can go to sleep listening to. Or fire up

and listen to with friends and have beer, wings, and pizza!

I might have a four year degree in English, and several hours in literature and creative writing, and it

goes completely against all that teaching that I should enjoy Bevan's crude potty humor as much as

I do. I could not stop reading these books for the life of me.I'd vote book 2 or 3 as my favorite, but

it's a tough line to draw as they're all unique in their buildup and humor. Each one had me

consistently pausing to catch my breath from laughing so hard.Having knowledge of the D&D game

system helps bring some of the action to life. Knowing your way around southern Mississippi adds a

bit more. But since everybody poops, then everyone can get Cooper.As a parent and teacher, I

wouldn't exactly recommend these books for anyone under the age of 16, as they're basically the

literary equilvalent of The Hangover in their maturity level. But for anyone over that who wants a

read that'll keep you gigging in the corner amidst awkward and curious stares of those nearby, read

this $***.Bravo Bevan, bravo.
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